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PREFACE

1998 saw the implementation of the first system for operational forecasts of cloud cover
and water vapour at an observatory site. Using 6.7µm GOES-8 satellite imagery, upper-
air meteorological model data from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Forecasting (ECMWF) and a specially developed computer programme, forecasts of
cirrus cloud cover and water vapour above European Southern Observatories (ESO)
telescopes at Paranal and La Silla are now being issued automatically on a daily basis.

Feasibility studies have shown, using a limited data set, that the expected accuracy of
these forecasts is such that they could be used for establishing priorities in the
telescope scheduling process. Now that the operational forecasts are being issued, a
more comprehensive verification of forecast accuracy is possible and would certainly
be necessary prior to the inclusion of this information in the telescope scheduling
process. Such a verification would also serve to establish confidence in the reliability
of the forecast products in the minds of users.
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1. Introduction

The scientific basis and details on the background of the system for operational forecasts
of cirrus cloud cover and water vapour at the La Silla and Paranal observatories are
presented in two feasibility study reports by Erasmus and Peterson (1996) and Erasmus
and Stanko (1997). This report describes implementation of the operational system and
covers the six month set-up phase and the succeeding six month probationary phase.
During the set-up phase procedures were put in place to obtain the input data used in the
forecast in real-time and modifications were made to the forecast programme to
accommodate new input file formats and for automation. The end of this phase was marked
by the issuing of the first operational forecast in August 1998. In the probationary phase,
refinements were made to the forecast programme, the forecasts were monitored and
checked, programming errors were corrected, automation and dissemination procedures
were improved and tests of the forecast system in its final (pre-operational) form were
performed. The results of these tests indicate that the operational forecast system for cirrus
cloud cover and water vapour forecasts at Paranal and La Silla Observatories is operating
successfully. Predetermined criteria on system reliability and forecast accuracy have been
met. Maintenance of the operational forecast system is indicated and a proposal to that
effect is being submitted under separate cover.

2. Real-time input data for the forecasts

The first step in the start-up phase was to obtain the required input data for the forecast
programme in near real-time mode. Agreements were initiated between ESO and the Co-
operative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere (CIRA) in Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA to
obtain the GOES-8 satellite sectors and the European Centre for Medium-Range
Forecasting (ECMWF) in Reading, UK, to obtain gridded meteorological numerical forecast
model winds and temperature. Satellite data started to be retrieved consistently from about
12 January, 1998 with water vapour (6.7µm) image sectors taken every 3 hours (0245UT,
0545UT, 0845UT, 1145UT, 1445UT, 1745UT, 2045UT and 2345UT) arriving about 1.5
hours after scan time. The ECMWF data consists of daily model output runs initialised with
00UT and 12UT data. The forecast fields are available at about 06UT and 03UT
respectively for these runs. The 00UT run output is for every 6 hours out to 48 hours and
the 12UT run output includes, additionally, 12-hourly forecast fields from 48 hours to 8 days
ahead. The area of interest is shown in Figure 1. The ECMWF data is on a 3 x3o o

latitude/longitude grid over the area of interest and also on a 0.5 x0.5  grid for the 4.5 x4.5o o o o

block covering the two sites. 

3 The forecast programme modifications

The forecast programme, as developed in the feasibility studies, had to undergo
modifications prior to its operational use. This involved changes to the code to
accommodate the new input data file formats and adaptation of the code to run on a UNIX
platform. 

The GOES-8 satellite data used in the operational forecasts has a higher spatial and
radiometric resolution than the METEOSAT-3 satellite data used in the feasibility study. The
switch to GOES-8 data also required revisions to the algorithms that convert counts to
brightness temperatures and then to water vapour parameters (eg. Upper Tropospheric
Humidity). 
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Figure 1.  Satellite and numerical meteorological model data coverage area for the operational forecasts of
cirrus cloud cover and water vapour at Paranal and La Silla.  Image shown is for IR emissions at about 11µm
in the atmospheric window with colder objects lighter and warmer objects darker. Top left corner of the image
is at 10 S,115 W and bottom right corner at 45 S,60 W. Grid boxes in the overlay are 2 x2 . o o o o o o
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The ECMWF data used in the feasibility study consisted of meteorological data from only
the grid points closest to the two observatory sites, whereas in the operational phase, data
at grid points over the entire area of interest (Figure 1) are used. In addition, data from two
grids are incorporated - a large 3 x3  grid covering the entire area of interest and a smallero o

0.5 x 0.5  grid covering an area 4.5 x 4.5  around the two sites.o o o o

Other refinements are the more accurate area shape now being used to represent the area
of the image forecasted to move over the sites for the current analysis, a more accurate
distance calculation in the movement computation and the computation of a transparency
index. In addition, improvements were made to the code structure by implementing an
object oriented approach. 

Revision of the long-range outlook algorithm was made in order to accommodate the new
ECMWF data and also to make more effective use of the better spatial and temporal quality
of the data. The same principles described by Erasmus and Stanko (1997) were employed.

An overview of the revised code as at the date of this report is presented in the Appendix.

4. Description and explanation of forecast products

This section describes the forecast products that are generated and disseminated for the
Paranal and La Silla observatories and explains how they are to be interpreted by the user.
Documentation containing relevant information for users from this section is available on-
line. The current forecast may be viewed at the World Wide Web (WWW) site:
http://www.eso.org/gen-fac/pubs/astclim/forecast/meteo/ERASMUS/

4.1 Forecasted parameters

Three humidity parameters and four cirrus cloud cover parameters are forecasted. The
forecasts are made for 3-hour periods so that forecasted values are indicative of conditions
during each period. The output from each forecast programme run consists of between 8
and 11 (depending on when the forecast is made) 3-hour periods extending between 24 and
33 hours into the future. 

Humidity Parameters (AvgUTH(%), SigUTH(%) and PWV(mm)) 

AvgUTH and SigUTH are respectively the average (mean) and standard deviation of the
Upper Tropospheric Humidity (UTH) for the forecast period. The UTH is the relative humidity
for the middle to upper troposphere in the layer between 650mb and 350mb (approx.
3500m - 8500m). The parameter is derived from satellite measurements of Tropospheric
IR emissions at 6.7µm, at which wavelength, emissions are entirely from water vapour
resident in the atmosphere. There are no significant amounts of water vapour in the
atmosphere above this layer. PWV is the Precipitable Water Vapour in the atmospheric
column extending from the surface (observatory altitude) to 300mb (approx. 9000m) and
is equivalent to the amount of liquid precipitation that would result if all the water vapour in
the column condensed (in mm). 
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Cirrus Cloud Cover Parameters (%Total, %Opaque, %Transparent, Transparency Index)

Cirrus clouds occur typically at about 9000m altitude and consist almost exclusively of ice
crystals. Cloud thickness, which determines transparency, varies with the passage of a
cloud band. For each forecast period the percentage of Opaque, Transparent and Total
(sum of opaque and transparent) cirrus cloud cover expected during that period is indicated.
If the amount of transparent cirrus forecasted exceeds 25%, a Transparency Index is
computed to indicate the level of transparency from least (zero) to most (1.0) transparent.
The relationship between the magnitude of this index and the type of astronomical
observations possible (photometric versus spectroscopic) is unknown at this time. As
feedback on observing conditions are received from astronomers the interpretation of this
index will become more well defined.

4.2 The long-range outlook

The long-range outlook is an objective assessment of moisture conditions over the 2-8 days
following the day of the forecast. It is provided to enable observers and schedulers to
estimate how long a dry or moist period may last. Day 1, the day for which the 3-hourly
forecasts are issued, is classified as DRY, MOIST, DRYING or MOISTENING. Then, using
information on the development of pressure systems, the persistence of winds from the
tropics and westerly wave propagation over the area of interest, days 2-8 are classified into
one of the same categories. The meteorological basis for this classification is described in
detail in Erasmus and Stanko, 1997.

It is important to note that the long-range product is an outlook and not a forecast. Its
primary application is to determine the persistence of dry and moist periods. It is therefore
an indicator of when conditions are likely to change rather than a predictor of day-to-day
conditions. Based on the results from the feasibility study, the algorithm is expected to
estimate when a moist (dry) period will end with an accuracy of ±1 day 89% (74%) of the
time at Paranal (La Silla).  In addition, the outlook is for moisture conditions and not
cloudiness. Therefore, cirrus cloud may be present under dry conditions and moist
conditions may be cloud free. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to conclude that clouds are
more likely to be present when it is also moist.

4.3 Forecast products

There are two main categories of products - image products and text products. The satellite
image used as input for a particular forecast run is displayed with overlays showing the
expected motion of water vapour and clouds over the two observatory sites and the values
of the forecasted parameters  for each 3-hour period. Examples can be seen in Figures 3(a)
and 4(a). 

Text products include a tabulation of forecast parameter values for each 3-hour period for
the following 24-33 hours for each site and the long-range outlook for two to eight days
ahead. An example of the text products is shown below.
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HUMIDITY AND CIRRUS CLOUD COVER FORECAST FOR PARANAL, CHILE.

    Forecast period starting at 09:00 on 1999/02/01  (day 32 of 1999).

Forecast |                   HUMIDITY |          CIRRUS CLOUD COVER       
 Period   |Avg UTH(%)  Sig UTH PWV(mm) | %Total  %Opaque  %Transp.   Transp.
   UTC   |                               |                             Index  
   09h      |    63.04 4.24       12.04  |  35.56      0.00           35.56        0.83
 09h-12h |    58.90 7.21       11.25  |  20.97      0.00           20.97        n/a
 12h-15h |    49.97 6.51       8.96  |   0.00       0.00             0.00        n/a
 15h-18h |    44.51 3.81       8.46  |   0.00       0.00             0.00        n/a
 18h-21h |    46.14 2.03       8.68  |   0.00       0.00             0.00        n/a
 21h-00h |    45.65 1.91       8.67  |   0.00       0.00             0.00        n/a
 00h-03h |    45.26            1.52       8.60  |   0.00       0.00             0.00        n/a
 03h-06h |    45.17            1.53       8.58  |   0.00       0.00             0.00        n/a
 06h-09h |    44.25            0.75       9.29  |   0.00       0.00             0.00        n/a

Long range outlook made on 14 January 1999 (day 14) for La Silla, Chile.

 DATE           OUTLOOK
1999/01/14        dry       
1999/01/15        dry       
1999/01/16        moistening
1999/01/17        moist     
1999/01/18        drying    
1999/01/19        dry       
1999/01/20        dry       
1999/01/21        dry       

5. Automation of the forecasts

Automation of the forecast process is accomplished via the running of time-controlled
(chron) UNIX scripts. These scripts check periodically for the availability of new ECMWF
and GOES-8 satellite data, re-run the forecast programme and update the forecast. The
current scripts used operationally comply with the following up-date cycle:

(a) Twice per hour (at 00:15 and 00:45 past the hour) the script is run
(b) CIRA is contacted via ftp to see if new satellite data are available. If available,

data are downloaded, otherwise the script exits.
(c) The ESO server is checked for current ECMWF model data and, if present,

the forecast programme is run.
(d) If the current ECMWF data is from the 12UT run and the latest satellite image

is from the 23:45UT scan, both forecast and outlook products are produced.
(e) On receipt of the satellite image from the 02:45UT scan the forecast and

outlook are updated using the 12UT data from ECMWF.
(f) As soon as the output from the 00UT run of the ECMWF model is received

(about 06:00UT) the forecast is updated using the 02:45UT satellite image.
(g) Thereafter the forecast is updated (approximately every three hours) when

new satellite data are received about 1.5 hours after the 05:45UT, 08:45UT,
11:45UT satellite scan times. Thus the last forecast update occurs in the early
morning local time in Chile each day.
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6. Tests of the operational forecast system

Tests of the forecast system were conducted for the period starting on 26  August, 1998,th

when routine operational forecasts were initiated, to the end of 1998. The system reliability
and accuracy have been evaluated to ensure that the system meets the specifications
outlined in the proposal for the operational phase. 

If the forecast system successfully meets these specifications during this period, then
proceeding to the operational phase is indicated. The specifications and test results on
service reliability and forecast accuracy are presented below.

6.1 Service reliability

Based on a consideration of factors that may impact service reliability such as the non-
arrival and/or late arrival of the data required to run the forecast programme, an assessment
of expected service reliability was presented in the proposal for this study. That assessment
led to a minimum reliability estimate of 86% for the provision of at least one daily forecast
within the useful time window (before 10:00 am local time). For the 128-day period 1998-08-
26 to 1998-12-31 forecasts were issued on 121 days with 7 missed days giving a reliability
of 95%. This figure exceeds expectations.

6.2 Tests to evaluate forecast accuracy

Evaluation of the forecast accuracy involved a comparison between the forecasted
parameters and observed values of the same quantity from the satellite and the ground-
based water vapour monitor at Paranal for the same period. For the sake of completeness,
the comparison was also done for La Silla where possible. It should be noted that surface
data were not used in the forecasts for La Silla. The root mean square (RMS) difference
between forecasted and observed values of UTH and PWV for all times with simultaneous
observations was computed. In addition, the same skill test employed in the feasibility study
for forecasts of total and transparent cirrus was employed. 

6.2.1 PWV and UTH forecasts

For water vapour parameters, PWV and UTH, the forecast accuracy specifications to be
met for successful completion of the probationary phase and advancement to the
operational phase were defined to be as follows:

Parameter RMS error

Satellite UTH(%) # 10%
Satellite PWV(mm) # 1.5mm
Ground monitor PWV(mm) # 1.5mm

Table 6.1 summarises the results of the comparison of forecasted and observed values of
PWV and UTH at Paranal and La Silla. For the comparison, the eight 3-hourly forecast
periods between zero and 24 hours were averaged.  The table also shows the RMS
difference between PWV observations using the satellite and the dark sky IR emissivity
metre (ground monitor) operated at Paranal during the night. The RMS difference between
forecasted and observed values are within the forecast accuracy criteria mentioned above.
Interestingly the RMS differences between forecasted and observed values are of similar
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magnitude to the difference between the observed values using the two monitoring methods
(satellite versus ground). This shows that some, if not most, of the difference between
forecasted PWV and PWV values observed by the ground monitor may be attributed to the
different measurement methods.

RMS difference Paranal La Silla Paranal 
Forecast Forecast Satellite

Observed

Ground Monitor Observed PWV 1.17 N/A 1.22

Satellite Observed PWV 0.98 1.23 N/A

Satellite Observed UTH 9.85 10.01 N/A

Table 6.1. Root mean square differences between forecasted and observed values of PWV
(mm) and UTH (%) at Paranal and La Silla. Average for all 3-hourly forecast periods out to
24 hours during the period 26 August - 31 December, 1998.

Table 6.2 shows how the PWV and UTH forecast accuracy declines over the 24 hours. The
table indicates that forecast accuracy declines gradually so that the accuracy criterion for
PWV is, in fact, met for all forecast periods out to 24 hours. 

Forecast Period Paranal Paranal La Silla La Silla
UTH(%) PWV(mm) UTH(%) PWV(%)

00-03hrs 3.7 0.37 3.21 0.47

03-06hrs 7.4 0.80 6.8 0.85

06-09hrs 9.1 0.92 8.5 1.05

09-12hrs 10.2 0.99 10.1 1.16

12-15hrs 11.5 1.06 12.4 1.38

15-18hrs 12.7 1.20 13.2 1.54

18-21hrs 13.7 1.22 12.4 1.65

21-24hrs 14.5 1.29 13.5 1.76

Table 6.2 Root mean square differences between forecasted and observed values of PWV
(mm) and UTH (%) at Paranal and La Silla for each 3-hourly forecast period out to 24 hours
during the period 26 August - 31 December, 1998.

6.2.2 Total cirrus cloud cover forecasts

The second parameter for which the forecast skill was tested is percentage of total cirrus
cloud cover. This quantity includes the amount of transparent and opaque cirrus forecasted
or measured during each of the 3-hourly forecast periods.  Four categories were defined as
follows:
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% Total cirrus cloud
Clear      < 25
Mostly Clear      25-50
Mostly Cloudy      50-75
Cloudy      >75

When forecasted and observed values are in the same category, a hit is counted. Neutral
indicates values differ by one category and a miss by two or more categories. The accuracy
level to be met at Paranal is 90%. Table 6.3 shows the results for all forecast periods
between zero and 24 hours.

Site Hit Neutral Miss

Paranal 92.2 3.7 4.0

La Silla 88.8 4.1 7.1

Table 6.3. Percentage frequency of occurrence of total cirrus cloud cover forecasts
classified as hit, neutral and miss. Average for all 3-hourly forecast periods out to 24 hours
during the period 26 August - 31 December, 1998.

Thus the acceptance criterion of 90% was met for Paranal. The forecast accuracy for La
Silla shows an improvement over that attained in the feasibility study where the hit % was
83.9%.  Table 6.4 shows that the decline in forecast accuracy with time is minimal, with
accuracy near the 90% level out to 24 hours.

Total Cloud Paranal La Silla

Forecast %Hit %Neutral %Miss %Hit %Neutral %Miss
Period

00-03hrs 93.7 5 1.3 94.9 3.7 1.4
03-06hrs 93 3.8 3.3 89.8 5.8 4.4
06-09hrs 91.6 3.6 4.8 87.5 4.5 8
09-12hrs 91.3 3.3 5.4 87.7 2.9 9.3
12-15hrs 90.4 3.8 5.8 87.8 5.7 6.5
15-18hrs 89.9 3.2 6.8 85.7 4.5 9.8
18-21hrs 89.2 3.9 6.9 88.4 2.5 9.1
21-24hrs 88.6 3.2 8.3 88.3 3.3 8.3

Table 6.4 Percentage frequency of occurrence of total cirrus cloud cover forecasts classified
as hit, neutral and miss at Paranal and La Silla for each 3-hourly forecast period out to 24
hours during the period 26 August - 31 December, 1998.

6.2.3 Transparent cirrus cloud cover forecasts

Finally, the accuracy of the forecasts of transparent cirrus cloud cover was tested. As done
in the feasibility study, all forecast periods during which more than 10% opaque cirrus was
measured, were discarded. This was done so that this test would indicate the skill in
distinguishing between clear conditions and various levels of transparent cirrus coverage.
Four categories of transparent cirrus cloud cover were defined as follows:
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% Transparent Cirrus Cloud

Very Low      < 10
Low     10-25
Moderate     25-50
High      >50

Again, as in the case with total cloud, when forecasted and observed values are in the same
category, a hit is counted. Neutral indicates values differ by one category and a miss by two
or more categories. Note that, in the case of transparent cirrus, the cloud cover categories
are more stringent for low cloud cover conditions. Again, the forecast accuracy level to be
met at Paranal is 90%. Table 6.5 presents the results averaged for forecast periods out to
24 hours and shows that the forecast accuracy criterion was met. Table 6.6 indicates that
the decline in accuracy with time is small at Paranal but significant at La Silla. 

Site Hit Neutral Miss

Paranal 91.5 2.5 6

La Silla 85 5.9 9.1

Table 6.5. Percentage frequency of occurrence of transparent cirrus cloud cover forecasts
classified as hit, neutral and miss. Average for all 3-hourly forecast periods out to 24 hours
during the period 26 August - 31 December, 1998.

Transparent Paranal La Silla
Cloud

Forecast %Hit %Neutral %Miss %Hit %Neutral %Miss
Period

00-03hrs 93.2 4.7 2.1 91.2 5.8 3.1
03-06hrs 92.4 3.1 4.6 88 5.8 6.2
06-09hrs 91.2 2.6 6.2 84.7 4.5 10.8
09-12hrs 90.8 3.3 5.9 84.8 5.9 9.3
12-15hrs 90.3 3.7 6 86.2 6.5 7.3
15-18hrs 90.3 3.3 6.4 82 6.8 11.3
18-21hrs 90.1 2.9 7 81.8 5.8 12.4
21-24hrs 89.3 2.8 7.9 81.7 5.8 12.5

Table 6.6 Percentage frequency of occurrence of transparent cirrus cloud cover forecasts
classified as hit, neutral and miss at Paranal and La Silla for each 3-hourly forecast period
out to 24 hours during the period 26 August - 31 December, 1998.

6.3 Selected case studies

The following three case studies are presented to demonstrate the advantages of a
physically based  prediction scheme, such as the one employed in the forecast programme
which uses a combination of satellite imagery and numerical meteorological model data as
input, for the prediction of water vapour and cloud cover conditions at Paranal and La Silla.
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6.3.1 6 October, 1998

On this day the forecasted motion tracks for Paranal and La Silla are vastly different with
four to five times more movement predicted at Paranal compared to La Silla. At first glance
this may appear unreasonable. However, a  flow deformation boundary existed between
Paranal and La Silla on this day and can be seen clearly on the satellite image as a sharp
discontinuity between dry (dark area) and moist (light area) air (Figure 2(a)). Air to the south
and east of this boundary is diffluent and sinking creating a pocket of clear, dry, slow-
moving air. This is consistent with the predicted motion for La Silla and is also confirmed by
the winds forecasted by the numerical meteorological model (ECMWF) which shows that
the flow at middle levels (500mb, ~ 5000m) is about four to five times stronger at Paranal
than La Silla. For more details refer to Figure 2.

6.3.2 19 November, 1998

On this day an area of moist tropical air is observed on the satellite image to the north of
Paranal. An  accurate forecast of moisture and cloud cover conditions at Paranal and La
Silla in this situation depends critically on the predicted movement of this air mass. It may
move to the north and east leaving both sites dry, it could move far enough south to cause
both sites to be moist or it could move just far enough south to make Paranal moist while
La Silla stays dry. This is a common summer-time situation in this area. 

The forecast programme predicts very different movement scenarios at Paranal and La Silla
which may seem unrealistic due to their close proximity (see Figure 3(a)). At Paranal, winds
are weak with sleight movement predicted from the north and west keeping Paranal in the
moist air. At La Silla, on the other hand, strong westerly winds prevail and movement of dry
air to the west over the site is predicted. The differences in the forecasts at the two sites is
due to the inclusion of numerical meteorological model data which defines atmospheric
dynamics in the prediction scheme. The description accompanying the satellite images in
Figure 3 provides a more detailed explanation of the case.

6.3.3 29 November, 1998

This day provides an interesting case to compare with 19 November, 1998. A similar area
of high water vapour and cloud cover exists to the north of Paranal and, going by
appearance of the image, may be expected to move south over Paranal as it did on the 19 .th

However, the forecast programme predicts that the area of moist air will not migrate to the
south and that Paranal and La Silla will stay dry due to air flow from the south-west at both
locations. Observations over the following 24 hours shows that the moist area does indeed
move off to the east and north as predicted so that both sites remain dry (Figure 4(a)).

This case shows that even when moisture patterns appear similar, a variety of flow
conditions may exist resulting in quite different forecasts. Only a physically based prediction
scheme such as the one employed in the forecast programme, which uses a combination
of satellite and numerical meteorological forecast model data as input, will be able to
provide accurate forecasts under these conditions.
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(a) 6 Oct. 1998 (02:45UT)

Figure 2(a).   6 October, 1998 (day 279) 0245UT satellite image with forecasted tracks
(dots at 3-hour intervals) for Paranal and La Silla. Forecasted parameter values for the
last 3-hour period (1998/10/07, 06-09UT) is shown at the bottom of the image.  Of
particular note on this day, relevant to the forecast of water vapour and cloud, is a flow
deformation boundary between Paranal and La Silla. This flow boundary (marked on
the satellite image) coincides with a moisture boundary with relatively dry air to the
south and east and relatively moist air to the north and west. In addition, the air flow to
the south and east of this boundary is diffluent, slowing down and sinking. This is
evident in the very different motion tracks forecasted for Paranal and La Silla. The
numerical meteorological model (ECMWF) forecasted winds at the two sites confirms
that flow at middle levels (500mb, ~ 5000m) is predicted to be about four to five times
stronger at Paranal than La Silla.

Figures 2 (b)-(f) (Below).  Sequence of five images showing the observed conditions
every 6 hours from the time of the forecast image (in 2(a)), ending at the time
corresponding to the last forecast period. The images show that the flow/moisture
boundary moves eastwards with the prevailing westerly flow but remains between
Paranal and La Silla throughout the forecast period. Findings such as these confirm the
need for a physically based forecasting scheme that combines both satellite imagery
and numerical meteorological models forecasted wind fields in order to produce
accurate forecasts. It also shows that even at sites as close as Paranal and La Silla,
the scale of circulation systems is such that very different forecasts of moisture and
cloud cover may occur at the two sites. 
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(b)  6 Oct. 1998 (08:45UT)

(c) 6 Oct. 1998 (14:45UT)

(d) 6 Oct. 1998 (20:45UT)
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(e) 7 Oct. 1998 (02:45UT)

(f) 7 Oct. 1998 (08:45UT)
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(a) 19 Nov. 1998 (05:45UT)

Figure 3(a).  19 November, 1998 (day 323) 0545UT satellite image with forecasted
tracks (dots at 3-hour intervals) for Paranal and La Silla. Forecasted parameter values
for the last 3-hour period (1998/11/20, 03-06UT) is shown at the bottom of the image.
Note the area of high water vapour and cloud cover to the north of Paranal. Critical to
the accuracy of the forecast on this day is whether the area of moisture will move
southwards and influence Paranal and/or La Silla. (Compare 29 November, 1998 case
in Figure 4). The forecast programme predicts that Paranal will stay under the influence
of the moist air mass but that La Silla will remain dry with westerly flow dominating.

Figures 3 (b)-(e) (Below) Sequence of four images showing the observed conditions
every 6 hours from the time of the forecast image, ending at the time corresponding to
the last forecast period. These show very clearly that while Paranal does indeed remain
under moist tropical influence, La Silla is unaffected due to strong westerly flow at that
location. This situation continued into the next day and the forecast programme once
again predicted the observed outcome.  This case shows that flow conditions that
determine moisture and cloud conditions at Paranal and La Silla can be very different
and that only a physically based prediction scheme such as the one employed in the
forecast programme, which uses numerical meteorological forecast model data as
input, will be able to provide accurate forecasts under these conditions.
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(b) 19 Nov. 1998 (11:45UT)

(c) 19 Nov. 1998 (17:45UT)
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(d) 19 Nov. 1998 (23:45UT)

(e) 20 Nov. 1998 (05:45UT)
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(a) 29 Nov. 1998 (05:45UT)

Figure 4(a). 29 November, 1998 (day 333) 0545UT satellite image with forecasted
tracks (dots at 3-hour intervals) for Paranal and La Silla. Forecasted parameter values
for the last 3-hour period (1998/11/30, 03-06UT) is shown at the bottom of the image.
Note the area of high water vapour and cloud cover to the north of Paranal. Critical to
the accuracy of the forecast on this day is whether the area of moisture will move
southwards and influence Paranal and/or La Silla. (Compare the 19 November, 1998
case in Figure 3).  The forecast programme predicts that the area of moist air will not
migrate to the south and that Paranal and La Silla will stay dry due to air flow from the
south-west at both locations.

Figures 4 (b)-(e) (Below).  Sequence of four images showing the observed conditions
every 6 hours from the time of the forecast image, ending at the time corresponding to
the last forecast period. The images show that the moist area does indeed move off to
the east and north as predicted so that both sites remain dry.  This case shows that
even when moisture patterns appear similar to occasions when Paranal and/or La Silla
come under moist tropical influence, flow conditions are such that the opposite occurs.
Only a physically based prediction scheme such as the one employed in the forecast
programme, which uses numerical meteorological forecast model data as input, will be
able to provide accurate forecasts under these conditions.
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(b) 29 Nov. 1998 (11:45UT)

(c) 29 Nov. 1998 (17:45UT)

(d) 29 Nov. 1998 (23:45UT)
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(e) 30 Nov. 1998 (05:45UT)

7. The operational phase

It has been shown in this report that the operational forecast system meets
predetermined forecast accuracy specifications and that advancement to the
operational phase is indicated. A proposal for  the continued provision of operational
forecasts and maintenance and upgrade of the operational forecast system is being
submitted to ESO under separate cover.
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